
Science – 8th June  - Periodic Table 

Topic area 1 – The Periodic Table – elements and compounds 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The periodic table is a list of all the different elements that we know about. The one above (from the 

SQA) is a little out of date and a few more have been added. 

An element is a substance that cannot be broken down into something simpler ie it is made up only of 

its own kind of atom. Eg Iron is an element and is made up of ONLY iron atoms. Water is NOT an 

element and is made up of a few different types of atoms joined (hydrogen and oxygen). 

All the different substances that exist in the world are made up of the elements above (just combined in 

lots of weird and wonderful ways), much like all the words in English are made up of the same 26 letters. 

IMPORTANT FACTS:  

If it is not in the periodic table, then it is not an element! 

If it is not an element, then it must be a compound or a mixture! 

ELEMENTS: A substance that has only ONE type of atoms present. 

COMPOUND: Two or more different types of atom, chemically bonded together. 

MIXTURE: Different types of substances not chemically bonded together. 

For more info on elements compounds and mixtures, you may wish to work through PowerPoint 1. 

 



 

Topic area 1 task  

 

Copy and complete (or print and write on) the following table to sort the following substances into 

elements or compounds/mixtures (read the periodic table and important facts on pg1 to help you): 

 

‘Water’          ‘Rust’         ‘Helium’            ‘Oxygen’             ‘Calcium’              ‘Chalk’           ‘Air’ 

 

‘Argon’          ‘Mercury’           ‘Copper’          ‘Gold’        ‘Silver’           ‘Tungsten’          ‘Rubber’ 

 

‘Potassium’      ‘ Soap’          ‘ Fat’         ‘Alcohol’           ‘Vanadium’            ‘Osmium’             ‘Carbon dioxide’ 

 

‘Copper oxide’             ‘Calcium carbonate’             ‘Einsteinium’           ‘Aluminium’        ‘Fluorine’        

 

Elements Compound or Mixtures 

  

  
  

  

  
  

  

  

  
  

  

  
  

  

  

 

 

 

 

 



 

Topic area 2 – Symbols and Atomic Numbers 

 

Every element in the periodic table has its own type of atom. Chemists can refer to atoms in one of 

three easy ways: 

 

1. Its name 

2. Its atomic symbol 

3. Its atomic number 

If you look at the periodic table on page 1 you will see all three pieces are given for each element.  

Eg 

        1 

       Hydrogen 

       H 

 

Most periodic tables come with a key. This is the one from page 1: 

      

This key can be used (along with the periodic table on page 1) to find this information for each element. 

Formatting of symbols: It is very important to get the formatting of symbols right. They are either an 

uppercase letter on its own or an upper case and a lowercase. 

 

Eg  Carbon is  C (uppercase) never c (lowercase) 

       Lithium is Li never LI or li 

     Argon is Ar never AR or ar 

 

It matters! DON’T GET IT WRONG!! 

 

 



 

Topic area 2 task 1 – Use the key and periodic table to complete the following table (copy or print table) 

Atomic Number Name of Element Symbol 
1 Hydrogen H 

2 Helium He 

14   
6   

52   

 Iron  

 Copper  
 Tungsten  

  Pb 

  Sn 

 

Topic area 2 Task 2 – Secret Codes 

A good task to get used to using the symbols in the correct format is to decode some atomic number 

puzzles. Convert the atomic number given into the symbol and it will always spell out a word (keep the 

correct formatting!). Commas will separate letters and dashes mean spaces. 

 

Example:     16,79,16,47,99/ 85, 73, 6, 19 

                      SAuSAgEs / AtTaCK  (see how the formatting is correct) 

 

Decode the following: 

 

1. 4, 85,8,7 / 88,7 / 85 / 6,8,74,16 

2. 3,7,10,7 / 53, 16 / 15,68, 26, 6, 22, 8, 7 

3. 17,18,19 / 16,22,7,19,16 / 7,9 / 6,85 / 9,8,8,110 

 

 

Try to make up your own and ask someone in your house to decode them! 

 

 

 

 



 

 

Topic area 3 – Metals and non-metals 

The last few topic areas are supported by PowerPoint 2 but if you cannot access that then here is a quick 

run-down.  

The periodic table looks quite unusual for a list and it is designed this way to help classify the elements 

into lots of different areas that have something in common.  

The largest classification is separating the elements into METALS and NON-METALS. 

 

There is a thick black line that separates the metals from the non-metals. The metals are to the left of 

this line and the non-metals on the right. Eg Lithium, cadmium and uranium are all metals as they are on 

the left of the line. Astatine, krypton and nitrogen are all non-metals. 

 

If you look very closely you will see that hydrogen is NOT on the metal side of the line even though it 

likes to hang around all the way over on the left. This means that it is a non-metal. 

 

Metals are usually very easy to tell apart from non-metals by sight and  touch as they are shiny when 

polished, bend instead of shatter and are excellent heat and electrical conductors. 

 



 

Topic area 3 – task 1 

 

Look at the periodic table on page 5, copy and complete the following table: 

 

Type of Element Number of elements in periodic table 
Metal  

Non-metal  

 

Topic area 3 – task 2 

The page 5 periodic table shows 114 elements in total. Use your table in task 1 to complete the 

following table: 

 

Type of Element % of elements in the periodic table 

Metal   

Non-Metal  

 

Help for % calcs:         %  =  (sample number  /   total number available)  x  100 

 

Topic area 3 – task 3 

Convert either your task 1 or task 2 table into a bar graph.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

Topic area 4 – Groups and Periods 

This topic area is also covered in more detail in PowerPoint 2. 

The periodic table is further broken down into two special classifications; groups and periods. 

 

Groups are the vertical columns in the periodic table and are place like this because they have SIMILAR 

CHEMICAL PROPERTIES(ie they have similar chemical reactions with other substances). 

 

Periods are the horizontal rows and are placed like this because of the structure of their atoms (you will 

learn more about this in S3 but don’t need to know much more at the moment). 

 

Some of the groups are so unique that most chemistry courses ask you to remember their names.  

 

Group 1 is the most reactive group of METALS and is called the ALKALI METALS. 

Group 7 is the most reactive group of NON-METALS and is called the HALOGENS. 

Group 0 is an almost completely unreactive group and is called the NOBLE GASES. 

The middle section is called the TRANSITION METALS. 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

Topic area 4 –Task 1 

Watch the following videos on each of the groups that have been listed on page 7. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=uixxJtJPVXk  (or just search alkali metals in water on youtube) 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=uixxJtJPVXk (or search halogen reactivity) 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=QLrofyj6a2s  (noble gases) 

Doing some searches for the groups will produce a lot of different and unusual videos 

 

Topic area 4 –Task 2 

 

Work through power point 2 and try to answer all the questions before the answers appear. 

 

 

Topic area 5 – Getting to know some elements 

The uses and properties of the elements is so diverse even the science staff at Cumbernauld Academy 

do not know everything there is to know about all of the elements. This website is fun to click through 

and find out a bit more about some of the elements! 

http://www.periodicvideos.com/ 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=uixxJtJPVXk
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=uixxJtJPVXk

